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china s quest for techno military supremacy asia times - xi jinping s china seems destined to challenge us technological
supremacy in key fields such as ai supercomputing and quantum information science, china s migrant problem the need
for hukou reform east - post a comment east asia forum welcomes comments both for adding depth to analysis and for
bringing up important new issues original comments adding insight and contributing to analysis are especially encouraged,
visa applies for direct access to china s bank card - visa inc has become the first overseas card payment company to
apply for a bank card clearing operation in china reflecting growing challengers to domestic behemoth china unionpay after
deregulation, sri lanka the latest victim of china s debt trap diplomacy - sri lanka the latest victim of china s debt trap
diplomacy beijing has been given a 99 year lease on hambantota port as part of a debt reduction deal amid talk of creditor
imperialism following china s buy up of strategic ports in piraeus darwin and djibouti, china s grand strategy in a new era
east asia forum - post a comment east asia forum welcomes comments both for adding depth to analysis and for bringing
up important new issues original comments adding insight and contributing to analysis are especially encouraged, the china
post taiwan in english - cape town south africa ap no one deserved to see south africa finally qualify for the women s
world cup more than fran hilton smith take, china s global engagement cooperation competition and - jacques delisle is
the stephen a cozen professor of law professor of political science and deputy director of the center for the study of
contemporary china at the university of pennsylvania and director of the asia program at the foreign policy research institute
his work focuses on china s engagement with international law and the international order and legal reform in china, xi
jinping china s new chairman mao time com - xi s personality cult is discomfiting some party skeptics who credit china s
economic success to the collective depersonalized leadership style that prevailed after the end of the mao era, wealth and
power china s long march to the twenty first - orville schell was educated at harvard university and the university of
california berkeley and is the author of numerous books and articles on china the former dean of the graduate school of
journalism at berkeley he is presently the arthur ross director of the center on u s china relations at the asia society in new
york city, china global slavery index - prevalence the global slavery index estimates that on any given day in 2016 there
were over 3 8 million people living in conditions of modern slavery in china a prevalence of 2 8 victims for every thousand
people in the country, china india relations wikipedia - china india relations also called sino indian relations or indo
chinese relations refers to the bilateral relationship between the people s republic of china prc and the republic of india
although the relationship has been cordial there are border disputes and an economic competition between the two
countries that have at times led to strained relations
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